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00.
S U M M A RY O F P O I N T S
1. From the start of the 2018 bear market, cryptocurrency exchanges have
been troubled with significant volume losses in traffic and trading. The
constant pursuit of product diversification and differentiation has become a
core strategy during the first quarter of the 2019 market. Contract trading,
exchange blockchains, financial products, and OTC have all become important
development areas now being focused on in the exchange industry.
2. Binance set off a new trend in the market by re-launching its Binance
Launchpad platform. This service has allowed exchanges to no longer only
participate in the secondary market but has created a way to compete with
projects like Ethereum for primary market share. The strategy behind IEOs
(Initial Exchange Offerings) has created a way for blockchain projects to gain
access to a new type of investment vehicle.
3. In the first quarter of 2019, there were 6 major security breaches among
cryptocurrency exchanges. The total loss and stolen funds exceeded $230
million, which is down 67% year-on-year but has nearly tripled quarter-onquarter. According to TokenInsight, the amount of stolen money is positively
correlated with the crypto market and trading activity. Issues surrounding
exchange security in the first quarter of 2019 may be related to a new round
of markets.
4. Cryptocurrency exchanges which were planned by many traditional
institutions have yet to be launched. In addition to regulatory resistance,
difficulties surrounding the construction of a exchange trading system, costs
of testing, technical difficulties associated with adding new digital assets, and
early stage liquidity problems of new exchanges are major obstacles that
traditional companies will need to overcome.
5. The volume of centralized trading started to increase from February 2019,
and the market has gradually recovered. However, the trading volume is
distributed between different countries throughout the first quarter of 2019.
The trading volume of Binance, OKEx and Huobi Global all increased by more
than 30%, while others such as Coinbase Pro and Bitfinex saw no changes
significantly from January to March.
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6. Among fiat exchanges, USD, KRW and JPY were the most utilized fiat
currencies. In February, there was an increase in the amount of funds entering
the market, especially increases in USD deposits. USD's trading volume in
March nearly doubled from January, and other currencies showed similar
trends. Funds flowing out of BTC, LTC and BNB in March increased more than
twice as much as in January.
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7.Decentralized Exchanges (DEX) has reached an average daily trading volume
of no more than $10 million in 2019. EOS, Tron and Ethereum are the three
platforms that carry DEX. The volume of DEX on EOS shows a downward
trend, which is mainly dominated by Tron's DEX competition.
8.The average monthly user visits of exchanges showed an accelerated
downward trend, with a decrease of 8.5% in January 2019 and another
decrease of 11.5% in February. The overall downturn in the market is quite
noticeable. While there are some few exchanges experiencing strong upward
growth trends, and have achieved rapid expansions into the market, they are
still unable to penetrate the TOP 10 exchanges in terms of user growth and
unique visitors.
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01.
INDUSTRY NEWS
1.1 Industry News Updates
News of January 2019
① In January, official statements were released claiming the founder of
QuadrigaCX, a Canadian cryptocurrency exchange, has passed away. It is
reported that due to the loss of private keys, approximately $145 million in
funds will be frozen.
② Crytopia, an exchange registered in New Zealand, was hacked on January 14
with a loss of approximately 28,773 ETH.
③ Binance completed its BitTorrent IEO launch on January 28. Returns showed
increases up to 10 times its initial price, which has ignited a hot new market
trend.

News of February 2019
① Kraken announced the acquisition of Crypto Facilities, an England regulated
cryptocurrency derivatives exchange, a deal valued to be over $100 million.
② On February 18, Coinsuper announced the launch of Consumer Premium
Services, working to provide asset-trading services for professional investors.
③ Binance announced the launch of Binance Chain's testnet, on February 20.

News of March 2019
① Coinbase Custody completed its first OTC trade directly out of cold storage
in March.
② The Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) will not add a new Bitcoin
futures market.
③ On March 27, Borse Stuttgart, Germany’s second largest stock exchange
announced to launch a blockchain platform this upcoming summer, 2019.
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④ OK group completes strategic investment in US trust PrimeTrust and will
jointly launch a stablecoin OKUSD.
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1.2 Attention of Focus
Binance's introduction of its Launchpad product has
set off a new trend and market rebound"
From the early 2019, Binance redefined its Launchpad service (originally released
in 2017) and has officially launched four projects. As a topic maker and pioneer
of innovation within the exchange industry, Binance has been powering the
innovation and development of the entire industry. Later in March, a total of 12
exchanges announced the official launching of their own IEO services. In
addition to purchasing limits and the exchange token requirements, payment
methods have been mainly dependent on the exchange token, whilst the overall
model has essentially stayed the same.
‣ Figure 1-1 IEO Calendar

Source: TokenInsight.com; Data T ime: 2019.04.01
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If the sustainability of this “new share subscription” distribution model can
function and hold like those seen in traditional markets (which rely on the selfdiscipline of exchange’s choice in qualified companies), it will still be hard to
trust that the real intention to use platforms as a way to launch great
companies is to benefit users, as what the platforms claim. In addition, some
of the recently launched IEO projects are experiencing a series of burdens,
such as transaction volumes relying heavily on a single trading platform, price
volatility, dumping quota, and breakage. Whether these projects that are only
in their the proof-of-concept stages of development can actually deliver what
they say, and the investment decisions of investors are not affected, external
doubts about this business model of innovation are not groundless. One view
is that the “new share subscription” model is nothing more than a means of
re-stimulating the market to increase the price of cryptocurrency exchange
platform tokens while stirring the market. However, if the platform token
increases the price, while lacking a sufficient active trading ecosystem for its
own circulation, it will be hard to sustain this price increasing trend.
On the other hand, according to interview data (directly gathered from
exchanges) and statistical surveys, Binance and Coinbase, which are currently
leading the daily page visitation count, are in the hundreds of thousands. The
number of people that have completed participation in Launchpads
throughout each round is in the hundreds of thousand range, and the winning
rate is 1 to 3 percent. It can be seen that although the exchanges have done
their best to stimulate the market, the popularity of the overall industry has
shrunken to a relatively small and narrow field. In addition to mobilizing
trading in the current market, how to effectively attract external and new
traders will be a key component in continuing growth with the ecosystem.

Small and medium-sized exchanges are currently in an
difficult and unpleasant situation, while the featured
exchanges show gradual gains"
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Since the second quarter of the last year, trading activity has continued to
decline. In the first quarter of 2019, small and medium-sized exchanges were
still facing the dilemma of user traffic loss, while the head exchanges were in
full swing within the “innovation competition”. On February 27, once popular
Ukrainian cryptocurrency exchange Liqui announced the termination of their
services. Those tier one exchanges will continue to adjust according to market
changes and we predict more of those far behind to fall. Furthermore, basic
and premium exchange features, good product experience, maintaining
security and project selection will continue to be provided. The cost of
meeting these standards is too high for small and medium-sized exchanges to
afford at the moment, and it will be difficult for them to compete head-tohead directly with the top exchanges.

It is fundamentally essential cryptocurrency exchanges to differentiate
competition through product innovation, and build its core competitiveness in
a way that targets clients in a unique way. Among the current condition of
exchanges, prominent models include trading mining, contract trading
services and over-the-counter services, represented by FCoin, BitMax and
LocalBitcoin. Although there is no one-size-fits-all situation in any industry,
small and medium-sized exchanges still need to find deep-rooted areas to
break through the market. In fact, the number of so-called "small and mediumsized exchanges closed down" is still difficult to assess in the current market
state. Currently, the top 60 exchanges are relatively stable in terms of trading
volume, and there are no large-scale overall shuffling in our rankings. It is
difficult to calculate the actual data of small volume exchanges. In the end,
the current state of the overall industry can not be concluded from simple
statements and gossip.

The exchange's blockchain is in full swing, DEX will
start soon, consolidate the foundation of exchange
token application"
Binance announced the launch of its very own Binance Chain testnet in
February 2019, with a block time of 1 second and its processing environment
will be equivalent to the processing speed of its centralized exchange. In
addition, OKEx also confirmed in March that it will plan to release its own
OKChain testnet in June.
In the second half of 2018, the rising popularity of DApps rapidly increased
the transaction activity of the decentralized exchanges. In the DApps weekly
rankings released by TokenInsight, the “exchange market” application has
long been at the forefront of the list, while DEX transactions are transparent
and costly. There are fewer problems with fraud and inflated trading, and the
actual demand for decentralized trading is known and wanted to some extent.
Centralized exchanges will be alleviated by DEX due to the lack of trading
channels for small projects caused by new transactions. The increase in new
asset efficiency, the attractiveness of traffic in public blockchains, and the
transparency of transactions, will help form a more community-based
exchange ecosystem on the public blockchain of exchanges.
On the other hand, the major change will be that platform tokens will become
the coin of the chain, and it will be used as gas for transactions and the
financing instrument for assets issued on the chain.
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The scenario use-case of platforms token are no longer based on the
designer’s imagination. For the first time, we can infer from the cases of
platform tokens that, as a primary asset, platform tokens transfer services
among the projects, investors and the value chain of exchanges.
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‣ Figure 1-2 Exchange Ecology Layout
Source：TokenInsight.com
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The diversity of products and services is
increasing"
Since the end of 2018, additional services such as contract trading and wealth
management products have been gradually enriched, reflecting the urgency of
exchanges to seek differentiation and diversification. According to
TokenInsight, there were 15 exchanges offering contract services as in the first
quarter of 2019. In terms of futures trading volume, with the launch of contract
trading by Huobi, BBX, Bibox and other exchanges, OKEx introduced upgrades
such as perpetual contracts to attract users interested in contract transactions,
and the market advantage of the BitMEX exchange declined. In addition,
Kraken announced its acquisition of Crypto Facilities on February 4, which may
have caused its trading volume to leap into the TOP 10 rankings.
In terms of wealth management products, about 30 exchanges in the first
quarter of 2019 provided wealth management services, adding 6 new ones to
the growing list. Among them, OKEx launched Yubibao at the end of 2018,
providing a kind of digital asset management service similar to Internet
financial wealth management products. Currently, there are more than 200
products in the market, and about 60% of the products are regular financial
management, mainly consisting of 30 days short-term products. Whether it is a
contract or a wealth management services, cryptocurrency exchanges still
need to explore the diversity of product services. However, it is important to
keep in mind that the market so far still lacks regulatory and information
disclosure mechanisms.

Security issues regarding cryptocurrency
exchanges is still worthy of attention, technical
safety and process safety are the key points."
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According to TokenInsight, there were 6 major security incidents from 6 crypto
exchanges in the first quarter of 2019. The total stolen and lost funds
exceeded more than $230 million, down by 67% year-on-year but nearly three
times higher than the previous month. According to TokenInsight's tracking of
theft accidents in the past five years, the level of stolen money is positively
correlated with the encryption market and trading activity. Security issues in
the first quarter of 2019 may be related to the new market slowdown.
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‣ Figure 1-3 Distribution of Stolen Exchanges and lost Token
Source：TokenInsight.com
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60% of the breached exchanges are registered in Asia, and stolen assets were
mainly in form of BTC and ETH, followed by EOS, USDT and other ERC-20
tokens. According to the security incidents tracked by TokenInsight in the first
quarter of 2019, there were 3 technical security issues and 2 management
security issues which occured.
Figure 1-4 Funds Lost Cases in 2019 Q1
Exchange

Crytopia

T ime

（Speculated）Reason

Jan 26

Hackers access the
exchanges backend system ,
which directly attacked more
than 76,000 user wallets.

Emergency
Response

Solution
Protect personal

Service suspended

accounts，restart
trading

Exchange’s founder Gerald
Cotten’s death caused the
loss of cold wallet private key.

None

Bankruptcy,
investigated by law
agencies

Mar 24

The chain interactive API
return exposed main library
private keys to be used.

Notify other exchanges
of stolen currency,
monitor the flow of
funds and announce the
compensation plan

Issue equivalent 6
million USDT
tokens to
compensate users’
loss.

BiKi

Mar 26

Some users’ accounts were
modified, and the verification
codes were hijacked by
hackers.

Service suspending

The exchange was
responsible for all
of the loss of users.

Bithumb

Mar 31

A private key management
problem caused the stolen of
private key.

None

The exchange was
responsible for all
of the loss of users.

Quadrigacx

DragonEx

Jan 30
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Source：TokenInsight
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Different from the past experiences，with complete risk control mechanisms and
rapid crisis management in place, security incidents cannot bankrupt an
exchange anymore. For exchanges similar to Cryptopia, the vulnerabilities are
quickly fixed after being hacked, and funds were returned. Other exchanges
have set up security funds, and some of the profits are deposited into the
account and stored away for compensation in a result of a security breach. The
risk control mechanism and emergency management of centralized exchanges
will become the key components to achieve differentiated services and build
brand awareness that will lead to a competitive advantage.
Exchanges must work on building and optimizing risk prevention and
management systems, at the same time, focusing on technical and process
safety. In risk prevention, it is mainly in regards to internal security (including
third-party prevention and internal warning systems), system security (including
code and database specifications, front and backend exchange systems, web
security, network transmission security, business logic security, middleware
security, server security), anti-DDOS attacks, non-physical protection (including
administrator privileges settings, etc.) and border defense.

W ith more and more exchange OTC platforms, OTC
market will show its true positioning and strength"
The OTC market has difficulties in tracing and lack of open statistical methods,
but according to institutional statistics, OTC transaction volumes have been
growing noticeably. Genesis Trading’s annual report in 2018 revealed that OTC
volumes increased by more than 50% 1 . Additionally, according to Circle，it
achieved the transaction of 36 cryptocurrency and US $24 billion dollars by OTC
services in 2018. In addition, a number of institutions, including TABB Group
and Digital Asset Research, have announced their expectations for OTC's future
development space. It is optimistic that Bitcoin's daily trading volume in the
OTC market will reach $1 billion in 2019 2 .
It can be expected that many exchanges represented by Coinbase and Binance
in 2019 will launch the OTC platform because of new developments to their
business.
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1. Gemini published its annual report to users by email, which says in 2018, OTC exchange volume of
Genesis increased by 50%.
2. In 2018, Bloomberg announced that Bitcoin's daily OTC transaction volume was approximately $250
million to $300 million. Bravecoin.com reported that the volume of off-market trading was approximately
three times that of the market trading volume. Institutions estimate the volume of off-market transactions
in 2019, but the estimate size could be large.

Traditional institutions launch exchanges, but the
new platforms face technical and regulation
resistance"
In the first quarter of 2019, a number of cryptocurrency exchanges launched by
traditional institutions were scheduled to go online. The ICE (American
Intercontinental Exchange), parent company of the New York Stock Exchange,
announced to set up the Bakkt Exchange’s official launch in March 2019. In
February, the Japanese financial giant SBI, announced that it would officially
launch a new cryptocurrency exchange VCTRADE also in March 2019. Deutsche
Börse Group announced in March that it will invest in Custodigit AG, a joint
company invested by Swisscom and Sygnum to provide regulated digital asset
financial services. Previously, Sygnum obtained a Swiss bank and securities
dealer license from the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA),
which can provide integrated services “such as custody, deposits, credit and
loans, token issuance, brokerage and asset management services.”
However, the launching of theses traditionally backed exchanges by credited
compliance agencies have almost all been delayed. In particular, Bakkt who has
already requested two extensions. In addition to regulatory resistance from the
SEC, difficulties surrounding the building transaction matching systems and
testing costs are quite extensive. Again, the technical difficulties regarding the
technical development of digital assets and initial liquidity problems of new
exchanges will become major obstacles for any new players to overcome.
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02.
INDUSTRY MAPPING
TokenInsight maps the exchange industry with representatives of market
participants.
‣ Figure 2-1 Exchange Industry Mapping
Source：TokenInsight
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03.
T R A D I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
3.1 Centralized Exchange Trading Information
3.1.1 Spot Trading
By the end of 2018, some exchanges launched contract trading services
(including futures, options), and contracts. These offerings have now become
gradually acknowledged by the public. However, contracts requires higher risk
control capabilities for users to be able to fully adopt. Currently, the
cryptocurrency trading market is still dominated by spot trading.
‣ Figure 3-1 Centralized Exchange Daily Trading Volume
Source：TokenInsight, CoinMarketCap
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TokenInsight's analysis contains the exchange trading volume data 212
centralized exchanges. After a slow bear market in 2018, trade volumes of
centralized exchanges began to climb steadily from February 2019, and the
market is now recovering. Additionally, trading volume has doubled from
January to March. According to data, the average daily trading volume in
January was about 11 billion dollars, and it has reached more than 20 billion
dollars in March.
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During this period, the biggest change in the market began with the 10-fold
increase in the BitTorrent project, which was first released in January through
the Binance Launchpad. At the end of February, project Fetch.AI completely
reignited the market. Trading volumes continued to rise alongside the efforts
of major exchanges, fueling the fire. Although the price of Bitcoin, which was
the mainstay of the market, began to increase in early April, the price of
platform tokens outperformed the market from January to March, and their
three month increases were higher than 100%.

‣ Figure 3-2 TOP10 Centralized Exchanges Daily Trading Volumes in 2019 Q1
Source：TokenInsight, CoinMarketCap
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As a global trading market, there was a regional difference in the first quarter of
2019. Regarding TokenInsight's 2019 Q1 TOP 10 exchange rankings, trading
volumes for Binance, OKEx and Huobi Global increased by more than 30%, while
Coinbase Pro, Bitfinex and other exchanges did not change significantly from
the period of January to March.
‣ Figure 3-3 Monthly UV and Volume of TOP10 exchanges
Source：TokenInsight, CoinMarketCap
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According to TokenInsight’s analysis and research, among our TOP 10 exchange
rankings, each individual UV point constitutes approximately 200 dollars worth
of trading volume, while exchanges with higher volumes (outside of
TokenInsights TOP 10 exchange rankings) constitutes to approximately 45
thousands dollars. Exx is most abnormal exchange among them because every
UV contributes almost 200 thousands dollars. It is also important to note that
Bithumb's trading volume has decreased by about 1/3 from January to February.
Bithumb began a crazy increase in trading volume in October 2018, but only
lasted for a short period of about four months.

3.1.2 Fiat Trading
This analysis of fiat trading only takes into consideration the in-market fiat
trading, which means that the fiat-cryptocurrency trading is directly carried
out in the exchange through the bank accounts or the third-party payment
services. Now, over 70 exchanges including Coinbase Pro, BitFlyer and BitMart
support in-market fiat trading.
‣ Figure 3-4 Daily Fiat Trading Volume of last 3 Months
a hundred million dollar

Source：TokenInsight,
CoinMarketCap
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In fiat trading, USD、KRW and JPY are the most used currencies. Since
February, off-market funds have been increasing, especially USD. USD's
trading volume in March doubled from January, and other currencies showed
similar trends. USD flows to currencies with large market capitalizations such
as BTC, ETH, LTC and XRP. The amount of currencies inflowing into BTC and
LTC has gradually increased, while the amount of funds flowing into ETH
remains stable. In March, some USD began to flow into BNB.
‣ Figure 3-5 USD Trading Pairs of Latest 3 Months
Source：TokenInsight, CoinMarketCap
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2. Decentralized Exchange Trading Analysis
‣ Figure 3-6 Decentralized Exchanges’ Volume in 2019 Q1
a hundred million dollars

Source：TokenInsight, Spiderstore
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At present, although the number of Decentralized Exchanges (DEX) is far lower
in volume than those which are centralized, the investment of major exchanges
into the DEX is very noticeable. In terms of trading volume, DEX performance
was relatively stable in Q1 of 2019, and the volume did not fluctuate a lot.
Total volumes of Q1 was about 920 million US dollars.
‣ Figure 3-7 Daily Trading Volume of Decentralized Exchanges in 2019 Q1
Source：TokenInsight, Spiderstore
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The average daily trading volume of DEX in Q1 was no more than 10 million US
dollars. EOS, Tron and Ethereum are the three major platforms carrying DEX.
Among them, trading volumes of DEX on EOS decreased, which is mainly
dominated by Tron's DEX competition. In the middle of March, the volume of
DEX on Tron increased sharply, but the DEX on Tron was more unstable. In
addition to the DEX of the three major platforms, there are others such as
Waves, OpenLedger, etc.. Waves has an average daily transaction volume of
up to $3 million.
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‣ Figure 3-8 Daily Activity Users of DEX on Three Major Platforms
Source：TokenInsight, Spiderstore
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According to the chart: EOS's DEX activity has decreased. In January, the
number of daily activities was 5,500, while in March it decreased to around
3,200. At the same time, Tron's activity index increased sharply. In January, the
daily activity was only 1,600, but in March, it increased to 9,000. Ethereum's
was relatively stable, rising steadily.
‣ Figure 3-9 Daily New Users of DEX on Three Major Platforms
Source：TokenInsight, Spiderstore
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Whether it was EOS, Ethereum or Tron, there was strong volatility in the
number of new users, of which Tron had the highest volatility. Combined with
the number of daily active users and new users, it can be found that the
decrease in the number of EOS daily active users was mainly due to the loss of
retainable clients. The DEX on EOS and Tron are mainly used for game token
trading. As the gaming DApp ecosystem on Tron is becoming more popular,
users are gradually flowing from EOS to Tron.
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04.
EXCHANGE TOKEN
A N A LY S I S
In 2019 Q1, exchange tokens in the secondary market was the main source of
market trading volume. According to TokenInsight, the overall increase of the
exchange token industry was above 150%. That is because: with the initial
exchange offering, demand increases for exchange tokens were regarded as
subscription assets, which has driven up the price. From the initial innovation
of the first exchange's public issuance activities to the announcement of
exchange's development of personal public blockchain plans, there was no
way to avoid the improvement of exchange’s token price. In TokenInsight's
analysis of the platform's token business model, it belongs to the ecosystem
expansion model analysis. That is to expand the use-case scenarios of
exchange tokens, the scope of circulation, and to generate value in multiple
other areas. It is expected that in the next quarter, exchanges will continue to
lay the foundation for the rise of exchange token prices through various
modes.
‣ Figure 4-1 Exchange Token Trading Information
Growth Rate
of 2019 Q1
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Source：CoinMartketCap, TokenInsight, T ime of statistics：31/03/2019
Note: Some tokens’ s value cannot be found without accurate volume
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TokenInsight counts 7 major exchanges’ trading volume in 2019 Q1. BNB has
increased 186% in 2019 Q1, and daily trading volume is roughly a million
dollars. W ith the promotion of Launchpad, BNB ranks No.7 on CoinMarketCap
with 24 million dollars. KCS ranks No.45 in CoinMarketCap, and its growth rate
is secondary comparing to BTMX in last month. However, the trading volume
increase was slower than others. BTMX’s increasing rate ranked at the top with
an increasing rate of 682% in the first quarter.
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‣ Figure 4-2 Price Trend of Exchange Token in 2019 Q1
Source：CoinMarketCap, TokenInsight
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Combined with the current price rise of the market, it can be seen that the
announcement of exchanges and the project launch of IEO services has directly
influenced the exchange price of platform tokens, especially the small and
medium-sized exchanges that are more sensitive to the announcement of IEOs. In
other words, the current rise in these token prices is correlated to the market
expectation of rising prices rather than the influx of new users into the market.
Binance and Huobi have a long-planned their entry into the token ecosystem, and
exchanges such as OKEx and Gate.io will also issue public blockchains. At
present, crypto exchanges are no longer staying in secondary market and are
making their way into the primary market. In terms of asset issuance, they are
now competing with projects like Ethereum for primary marketshare. This round
of IEOs has preheated the issuance of exchange's and their plans to issue a
public blockchain. For exchanges that are using the eco-circulation model, IEOs
can be regarded as a transitional product in the long term development plans for
exchanges. We expect for other exchanges following this trend, in their initial
stage, they can reduce the Matthew Effect to themselves and increase their
popularity. However, in the long run, in the absence of a circulating ecosystem
and deeper trading ecosystem, the operation of this single model is not sufficient
to maintain the precipitation of short-term capital inflows and support the rise or
stability of platform token prices.
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In addition to the circulation model, other product services (product modeling
model) developed by exchanges and equity ( securities token model) will be two
ways to generate token value. W ith the improvement to diversity and services of
these exchanges in 2019 Q1, product innovations will have more potential to
continue to improve in Q2. However, no matter which model is used to enhance a
token’s value, the number of users will ultimately determine the true
development and scalibility of its use.
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05.
R E G U L AT I O N N E W S
5.1 Policies in Nations
The cryptocurrency market, which is still in a relatively early stage of
development, has increasingly become more standardized and clearly
regulated. Countries in Europe, the United States, Asia and Africa are moving
towards the direction of protecting investors' rights and interests while
regulating market behaviors. This will significantly lead to a reduction of market
risks, safeguard healthy development, and attract additional smart capital.

‣ Figure 5-1 Policies in Nations
Nation
Date
/Area

U.S.

Content

02, Jan

New York
State

The governor of New York signed the
Digital Currency Research Act and
established a cryptocurrency research
group to study how to properly regulate
and use cryptocurrencies.

12, Feb

US Commodity
Futures
Trading
Commission

CFTC announces that they will prioritize
regulatory investigations in 2019 that will
include cryptocurrency trading regulations,
real-time market testing, market
surveillance, etc., In order to better control
cryptocurrencies.

US Securities
Commission

Seven comments were received on the
application of Bitcoin and
cryptocurrencies. Six of them suggested to
withdraw the application of the Bitcoin
ETFs.

Financial
Conduct
Authority

Published cryptographic market regulatory
advice, which limited the behavior of
market participants (including but not
limited to cryptographic asset issuers,
market traders, institutions holding or
trading cryptographic assets, investment
managers, financial advisors, and trading
platforms), within existing regulations.

Mar

U.K.

30, Jan
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Regulatory
Agency

‣ Figure 5-2 Policies in Nations
Nation/
Area

Date

Regulatory
Agency

Content

Japanese
Cabinet

The amendments to the Financial
Instruments Trading Act and the Capital
Closing Algorithm related to virtual
currency trading were adopted. A time
limit has been set for the cryptocurrency
exchange license application. If
exchanges do not complete application
before October 2021, their services will
be forcibly stopped.

Japan

14, Mar

Korea

There were 85 security checks
conducted on exchanges, including
Korea Ministry
virtual currency deposit and withdrawal
of Science and
audits, wallet anomaly supervision,
10, Jan Technology
security organization, system password
Information and management, network separation and
Communication internal supervision system. Only
Bithumb, Coinone and Korbit and four
other exchanges passed the inspection.

28, Mar

Bahrian

Indonesia

25, Feb

Korean
Procuratorate

The Korean Blockchain Association and
the exchanges are required to develop a
cryptocurrency address patrol system
that assigns wallet addresses to all
circulated cryptocurrencies in order to
detect unusual transactions.

Bahrain Central
Bank

New cryptocurrency regulations have
been issued including licensing,
governance, risk management, antimoney laundering and anti-terrorism
financing measures, management and
cybersecurity.

Futures
Exchange
13, Feb
Regulatory
Commission
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Source：TokenInsight

Issued Ministerial Decree No. 5, a new
regulation for physical transactions of
encrypted assets in the futures market.
Clear specifications were made for
tradable cryptographic asset classes,
trading mechanisms and user protection
systems.

5.2 US Digital Currency License
5.2.1 Money Services Business（MSB) Registration
MSB refers to institutions/individuals engaged in money service business
(including check exchange, currency transfer, etc.). MSB is required to register
with the US Treasury under the Bank Secrecy Act. This registration is managed
by FinCEN, the US Financial Crimes Enforcement Agency. On March 18, 2013,
FinCEN issued the “Regulations for the Management, Trading or Use of Virtual
Money by FinCEN”. The MSB is required to register within 180 days of the start
of the business and to update the registration every two years.
Anti-money laundering has always been the focus of national regulation. In the
field of virtual currency, the United States also regards the regulation of antimoney laundering as a priority. MSB must establish and implement anti-money
laundering regulations. In addition to submitting written anti-money laundering
regulations, it is also necessary to report cash transactions and suspicious
trading activities to FinCEN from time to time in practice. For transactions
involving cash transfer in and out, as long as there is a currency transaction with
a total amount of more than $ 10,000, it needs to be reported; if the MSB knows
or has reason to suspect that there is a suspicious trading account or trading
mode, and the transaction exceeds $ 2,000, it also needs to report. At the same
time, in practice, it is also necessary to submit call report every quarter and
every year. The report includes financial status, domestic transfer transactions,
and international transfer transactions.
Some of exchanges currently serving US users, such as Coinbase, Bitstamp,
Kraken, Gemini, etc., are registered. MSB is a registration that must be made to
provide currency services in the United States, but registration does not mean
that money services can be conducted in each state.

5.2.2 Money Transmitter License（MTL)
The exchanges in each state to conduct monetary services as a business also
need to obtain MTL licenses from each state. State MTL licenses are issued by
the State Financial Services Department, the Financial Institutions Department,
or the Banking Finance Department. Currently, 49 states have MTL.
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It costs a lot to get MTL. At the same time, the approval time varies from state
to state, and it takes at least 3-6 months. If it is long, it may take 6-9 months.
Even the longest like New York, California and Texas may take 12-18 months. On
the whole, it takes at least two years to obtain the MTL licenses of most of the
US states. In addition to the cost of time, there are lots of application fees,
audit fees, and various regulatory fees. In addition to these, there are
requirements for the company's surety bond or treasury/state bond deposits.
Pennsylvania has the highest demand for this deposit, which costs $1,000,000
and others range from $10,000 to $500,000. Coinbase has invested a lot in
regulation, and has already received MTL licenses in over 40 states.

5.2.3 Seller of Payment Instruments License
This license allows exchanges to provide any type of trading services related
to cryptocurrencies, including support for fiat currency transactions. Now, the
state of Georgia provides the license.

5.2.4 Virtual Currency License (BitLicense)
New York State has a relatively well-regulated virtual currency procedure. The
New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS)’s regulation of
virtual currency made substantial progress since 2013, and the New York State
Department of Justice’s Office issued a sound virtual market initiative in 2018.
In addition to the same Money Transmitter License as other states, New York
State's exclusive BitLicense is also known for its strict approval.
The BitLicense was first initiated by NYDFS in 2013 and was officially
announced in 2014. Only 14 institutions have obtained BitLicense licenses and
two more are trying to obtain approvals so far. Circle was granted the first
license approved in September 2015. The newly approved Robinhood and
LibertyX companies both received a BitLicense license in January 2019. Other
institutions who received licenses include exchanges, wallet providers and
other financial institutions such as Coinbase, bitFlyer, Genesis and Gemini.
In addition to the $5,000 application fee, the application for the license
involves time and legal costs. According to George Frost, chief regulatory
officer at Bitstamp, Bitstamp spent about $100,000 on its application for a
BitLicense. After each application is submitted, the New York Financial Bureau
will provide a notice within 90 days.
According to 23 NYCRR Part 200.2，Bitlicense applies to virtual currency
business institutions including: the acceptance or transfer of virtual currency;
store, hold, host and control virtual currency for others; engage in trading of
virtual currency business; provide virtual currency trading services to
customers; control, manage or issue virtual currency.
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The rules of the regulatory framework impose strict requirements on licensed
institutions in various aspects, including the company's financial status, cyber
security, protection of investor rights and anti-money laundering. Content
includes the following: Regulation requires the establishment of a chief
regulatory officer, regulatory policy, etc.; specific financial requirements for
asset and liability status, real trading volume, etc.; in the case of custody and
user protection, the organization is required to set up a guarantee or trust
account; at least the minimum standard anti-money laundering policy,
identification of users, detection of suspicious transactions and reporting in
accordance with federal law, etc.; in network security, network security systems
need to be established to identify internal and external Network risks,
ensuring data storage security and system security, prevention and recovery
mechanisms for network security incidents, etc., a total of more than a dozen
major items.

01.
USERS AND ACTIVITIES
6.1 User visits
User traffic can reflect the client base of the exchange, however, it is
important to note that the number of people trading on the exchange is much
smaller than user visits. Exchange user visits include access to web pages and
mobile phones, where mobile traffic accounts for between 30% and 60% of
total overall traffic.
‣ Figure 6-1 TOP50 Exchanges Users Visits
来源：TokenInsight, SimilarWeb

Unit: Billion dollars

visits

change

1.5
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1.1

-3%

0.8
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TokenInsight counts the monthly traffic data of the TOP 50 exchange rankings.
From September 2018 to February 2019, the exchange's monthly user visits
showed a downward trend. In September 2018, there was a maximum of about
145 million, while in February it fell to less than 100 million. This analysis
shows an accelerated decline. In January, it fell by 8.5% compared to the
previous month, and in February it fell by 11.5% compared to the previous
month. However, some exchanges in the market have achieved rapid growth in
the market. From December 2018 to February 2019, P2PB2B users achieved an
average monthly growth rate of 180%, and the BW growth rate was 150%
during the same period.

‣ Figure 6-2 TOP50 Exchanges Monthly Visits Proportion in Last 3 Months
来源：TokenInsight, SimilarWeb

Others

Binance

Bitstamp
YoBit
HitBTC

Coinbase Pro

Kraken

Bittrex

KuCoin
Poloniex
Bit nex
Among TOP 50 exchanges, 20% of exchanges have roughly 70% users. In other
words, the top 10 exchanges contribute to 77% of total users, and the
remaining 23% were distributed among approximately 40 exchanges. User
traffic concentration of the top 3 exchanges account for more than 50% of
total users, and the three exchanges are Binance、Coinbase Pro and Bittrex.
Figure 6-3 TOP10 Exchanges Monthly Visits change
Monthly Visits in Last 3 Months

Rank Change

Binance

28,166,831

0

Coinbase Pro

22,588,960

0

Bittrex

6,809,923

0

Bitfinex

5,058,232

0

Poloniex

4,879,070

+1

KuCoin

3,800,380

-1

Kraken

3,745,904

0

HitBTC

3,674,450

+2

YoBit

3,585,081

0

Bitstamp

2,827,327

-2

Source

TokenInsight, SimilarWeb
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Exchange

‣ Figure 6-4 Source of Exchange Users Visits
Source：TokenInsight, SimilarWeb

It can be seen from the figure above that the United States, Russia and South
Korea are the three regions/countries with the most traffic volume distribution,
other honorable mentions include Brazil in South America, Japan and China in
Asia. Visitors from the United States are spread across 40 exchanges including
Coinbase Pro, Binance, Bittrex and Bitstamp. More than 50% of visitors have
paid a visit to Coinbase Pro, the second most popular exchange among US
users. In addition to the United States, visitors from Russia also visited more
than 20 different exchanges. The most visited exchanges from Russia users
were Binance, Poloniex and Bittrex.
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The dispersion of visitors reflects an exchange's globalization strategy and
user diversity. Exchanges with visitors from more areas reflect the
effectiveness of its globalization strategy and the diversification of users,
which ensures that the exchange is not affectively tied by the policies of a
certain region. Bitstamp, KuCoin and Bitfinex are exchanges with high
distribution of visitor from different regions. In Japan and South Korea, the
distribution of users is more concentrated. Between 80% and 94% of users are
from the same country.

6.2 Community Popularity
‣ Figure 6-5 Exchange with over a hundred thousand Twitter Followers
Source：TokenInsight
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Among the exchanges with more than 100,000 Twitter followers, the number of
followers of Bithumb and OKEx has decreased in last three months. Bithumb
made significant round of layoffs in early March, and the number of staff
tightened to 100 now. On March 29, the loss of private keys caused nearly 90
million dollars. These numbers will destroy the user's trust in Bithumb. OKEx,
which feature is its contracts, faceing competition from other exchanges such
as Huobi, BBX and Bibox in terms of users precipitation.
‣ Figure 6-6 Twitter Followers Distribution of Exchange
Source：TokenInsight

According to Twitters' followers，the TOP 3 exchanges are far ahead of other
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exchanges. Binance has a broad and solid user base, and Binance is expected
to have more than a million fans in the second half of the year in 2019 with a
growth rate of nearly 5% per quarter.
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07.
INTERVIEWS
“We measure the value of a platform from following perspectives. Firstly,
we focus on the business development of a platform. Then it will be
measured by business extension, how is the extensive business and if it
overlaps with income.”
——Huobi Global CEO Weng Xiaoqi
“We believe that by working closely with regulators and by setting up (and
enforcing) clear rules for customer engagement, exchanges can build an ecosystem
of trust where both retail and institutional participants benefit. This will only increase
the long-term impact of blockchain technology in the global financial system.
——itBit by Paxos
“Blockchain is all about transparency and trust. As the crypto market matures, it
moves toward it’s core idea - decentralization. In the end, we should end up with
transparent rules that everybody follows, but this is only possible with better
adoption. Otherwise we'll face hard regulation that might kill the industry or push it
to the shade.”
——CEX.io Executive Director Vitaliy

“The technical cost of establishing a new exchange is very high, and the
most difficult technical parts include the design of the engine and the
difficulty of connecting blockchains.”
——BitMart COO Kaimin
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“Decentralized exchanges have low trading volume, mainly because of
the high trading threshold and poor trading experience. However, we
also see the advantages of decentralized exchanges in terms of capital
custody, which is a future development direction”

08.
APPENDIX
8.1 Exchanges Rating in 2019 Q1
TokenInsight published new cryptocurrency exchange ratings based on
exchange data in 2019 Q1. In our ratings, OCX and Coinw were removed, and
Bgogo, BitMax and Coineal were added to the list. The list of TOP 40
exchanges around the world are ranked as follows. Among them, Kraken and
Coinsuper have received an upgrade in ratings, and Bithumb, Bit-Z, CoinMex,
CoinT iger and DragonEX have all been downgraded.
‣ Figure 8-1 TOP40 Exchanges Ⅰ
New Rating

Last Rating

Binance

A

A

Coinbase Pro

A

A

Huobi Global

A

A

Bitfinex

BBB

BBB

BitFlyer

BBB

BBB

Bitstamp

BBB

BBB

Kraken

BBB

BB

KuCoin

BBB

BBB

OKEx

BBB

BBB

Bibox

BB

BB

Bitbank

BB

BB

BitMart

BB

BB

Bittrex

BB

BB

Coinsuper

BB

B

Gemini

BB

BB

Source：TokenInsight
Note: Blue indicates that the rating is new; Red indicates that the rating is downgraded;
Green indicates the current rating is upgraded
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Exchange

‣ Figure 8-2 TOP40 Exchanges Ⅱ
Exchange

New Rating

Last Rating

HitBTC

BB

BB

Liquid

BB

BB

Poloniex

BB

BB

Upbit

BB

BB

Bgogo

B

Bitbay

B

B

Bithumb

B

BB

BitMax

B

Bit-Z

B

Coineal

B

Coinone

B

B

Coinsbank

B

B

DigiFinex

B

CCC

Exmo

B

B

FCoin

B

B

Gate.io

B

B

LBank

B

B

YoBit

B

B

ZB

B

B

BCEX

CCC

CCC

CoinBene

CCC

B

CoinEgg

CCC

CCC

CoinMex

CCC

B

CoinTiger

CCC

B

DragonEX

CCC

B

BB
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Source：TokenInsight
Note: Blue indicates that the rating is new; Red indicates that the rating is downgraded; Green
indicates the current rating is upgraded
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8.2 Exchange Rating Model and Rating Description
‣ Figure 8-3 Exchange Rating Model
Source：TokenInsight

Team

Technical
Risk

Operation
Risk

Trading
Activeness
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‣ Figure 8-4 Exchange Rating Description
Rating
AAA

AA

Description
ver y stable exchange system, ver y low possibility of influenced by
external risk, ver y low operation risk
relatively stable exchange system, relatively low possibility of
influenced by external risk, relatively low operation risk
stable exchange system, low possibility of influenced by external

A

risk, low operation risk

BBB

BB

B

CCC

CC

ver y strong risk control ability, few abnormal risk possibility, ver y
good users ecological operation
strong risk control ability, less abnormal risk possibility, good
users ecological operation
good risk control ability

a few abnormal risk possibility, regular

users ecological operation
good risk control ability, a few abnormal risk possibility, regular
users activeness and experience
regular risk control ability, some abnormal risk possibility, poor
users activeness and experience
poor risk control ability, high abnormal risk possibility, ver y poor

C
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